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We present the result* on J/V>, V-', Xc and T(l5), T(25), T(35) production in the
proton-antiproton collision* at v/* = 1800 GeV measured with the CDF Detector.
Contributions of different production mechanisms are discussed.

1 Introduction

Production of a bound state of heavy quark (c or b) and its antiquark in the
proton-antiproton collision provides valuable tests of QCD. The dependance
of the production cross section on the transverse momentum (Pt) of the final
product helps to understand the underlining mechanisms of the production.
The relatively high leptonic branching ratios of J/ij>, if' and T make them
the primary objects to study in the high background environment of the high
energy proton-antiproton collisions.

2 Quarkonia Production Mechanisms in pp Collisions

Several mechanisms are responsible for the charmonia production in the high
energy proton-antiproton collisions. At high Pt to O(a3) a ec system can be
produced in its 1SQ and 3Pj state 1, which are called *je and XeJ respectively.
Jfij> can be produced as a result of the radiative decay of Xei sad Xe2' Xc —*
Jfifr + 7. Direct production of the 3Si state is suppressed. Xe decay does not
contribute to the •$' production, because it has higher mass. Other possibility
to produce charmonium is via B-decay 1. The overall rate of J/T/> production at
y/s = 630GeV was reasonably well described by the above mechanisms 2, but
the 88-89 CDF data at V» = ISOOGeV showed a significant excess in both J/1>
and i>' production3. To explain this discrepancy new production mechanisms
were introduced, which involve parton fragmentation into 3Pj states 4 . Though
higher order in a, than direct production, gluon fragmentation may dominate
at high Pt. Matrix element for these processes were normalized using B —» x
decay rates measured by CLEO 5. Introduction of the gluon fragmentation
into 3Pj states brought theory to a factor of 3-5 discrepancy with the J/ij>
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Figure 1: The dimuon invariant mass in the J/^>(a.) and rp'(b) mass region.

data, but did not explain a factor of 50 discrepancy in the i/>' data. Later
the possibility of the decay of the states above DD threshold into ip' were
discussed6. Other way to produce J/i/> and i/i' is via gluon fragmentation into
color octet 35i state7. Since these diagrams involve emission of an extra gluon
they are suppressed by a factor of <x,v2, where v- is the relative velocity of
the quarks, with respect to gluon fragmentation into 3Pj states, but could
be important for ij>' production and may explain the excess in the J/t}> data.
Since these diagrams involve long scale processes like soft gluon emission, their
matrix elements are difficult to calculate analytically. The absolute values of
these matrix elements were used as free parameters in the fit to CDF data.

3 The J/T/> and tj)' Production

The J/i/> and i/>' are detected in their decay into a muon pair:

+
The total luminosity accumulated in 92-93 Tevatron run is about 20 pb~x.
Two muons with minimum Pt > 2.2 GeV/c, maximum P t > 2.8 GeV/c and
the invariant system Pt > 5 GeV/c in the |»7J < 0.6 region have been selected.
The invariant mass distribution of the dimuon system is shown in figure 1,
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Figure 2: The J/i/i(a) and ^'(b) CT distribution, solid line is a result of the fit, dark region
is the background contribution, shaded region - B-component, prompt is the rest.

for the J/i/> an i/>' mass regions. The corresponding total cross section times
branching ratios are:

a(pp -> J/ij>)Br(J/Tl>

<r(pP -> i>')Br{i>' - »

i-) = 17.35 ± O.U(stat)

= 0.571 ± 0.036{stat) ±

(sys) nb,

(ays) nb.

The significant accumulated statistics and the precision of the silicon vertex
detector allow not only to study the Pt dependance of the production rate, but
to separate different production mechanisms, like B and x-decays.

3.1 The J/tp and rp' B-fractions

The information from the Silicon VerteX detector(SVX) is used to separated
prompt and B-decay production components. First two muon tracks are
used to determine the two-dimensional decay length (Lxy). To determine the
proper lifetime (CT) one must divide the Lxy by pi factor of the parent B-
meson. Monte Carlo is used to correct for the unobserved particles in B-decay:
(0y)j/1> —* (07)B- The CT distributions for J/i/> and ij>' (Figure 2 ) were fitted
to three components: prompt, B-decay and background. The shape of the
prompt component is a gaussian, B-decay - is a b-lifetime distribution convo-
luted with the resolution function, the background shape has been determined
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Figure 3: The Pt dependance of the B-fraction« for

from the side bands and is a gaussian with positive and negative exponential
tails. The determined J/tf) and ifr' B-fractions are:

Fg^iPt > 5 GeV/c) = 19.2 ± 0.2(#*ot) ± 0.4(5ya)%,

F$'(Pt > 5 GeV/c) = 23.3 ± 1.8(stat) ± 0.5(sys)%.

The Pt dependance of the B-fractions are shown in figure 3 and the corre-
sponding J/ifr and ij>' B-cross sections are presented in figure 4. The theory
curves are NLO QCD B-production with MRSDO structure functions. This
measurement is consistent with the other B-cross section measurements done
by CDF8.

3.2 Xe Fraction

Both LO and parton fragmentation mechanisms involve J/ip production via
Xc decay. To separate these mechanisms a photon from Xe —* J/i> +1 decay
is reconstructed. The photon energy threshold is 1 GeV. Electromagnetic
calorimeter energy resolution ^g- = -M= is not enough to resolve separate Xe
states. The fraction of J/V> coming from Xc decay has been determined to be :

= 28.3 ±
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Figure 4: J/tf>(») and V>'(b) differential crosa sections from B-decay. The theory curves are
NLO QCD B-production with MRSD0 structure functions.

The branching ratio of B —• %c measured by CLEO 6 has been used to exclude
the B-contribution to %c fraction:

F(No = 32.3 ± 2.0(stat) ± 8.

The corresponding cross section is shown in figure 5. The theory curve has been
provided by M.Mangano 9 and includes both LO and parton fragmentation
production mechanisms.

3.3 Prompt J/t/f and i>' production

B and Xc decay contributions have been subtracted from the total cross section
(figure 6). There is a significant discrepancy between the data points and the
singlet production predictions. As it has already been mentioned the gluon
fragmentation matrix elements are parameters in the fit to the data. The
Pt dependance of the prompt production cross sections of the J/ij> and ^ '
production is described well by the gluon fragmentation.

4 T Production

T(1S), T(25), T(3S) represent another heavy quark-antiquark system. Simi-
larly to ̂  it was studied in its decay to two muons: pp —» T +X, T —• ft+n~.
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Figure 5: Xe and non-xc components of the J/i/> cross section. The theory curve includes
both LO and gluon fragmentation production mechanisms.
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Figure 6: The J/ip(a) and V>'(b) prompt cross sections, B and Xc contributions subtracted.
Solid curves are results of fitting the gluon fragmentation shapes to the data points.
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Figure 7: Production crosi section for T(lS). Solid curve showi the LO QCD predictions.

The CDF analysis based on 16 pb~* data has been published in ref. 10. Two
muons with minimum Pt > 2.2GeV/c and maximum Pt > 2.SGeV/c have
been selected in the pseudorapidity region \TJ\ < 0.4. The total production
cross sections of T(1S)(2S)(3S) production times the branching ratio are:

T(1S), y = 0, 0 < Pt < 16 GeV/c) * Br(T(lS)

= 753 ± 29(«tat) ± 72(5y5) pb;

T(25), y = 0, 1< Pt < 10 GeV/c) * Br(T(2S)

= 183 ± lS(stat) ± 24(sys) pb;

T(3S), y = 0, 1< P4 < 10 (7eF/c) *

ay

= 101 ± I5(stat) ± I3(sys) pb;

The Pt dependance of the production cross section is shown in figure 7.

5 Conclusions

The total J/ij> and if>' cross sections and their Pt dependance have been studied
using about 20 p i" 1 of CDF data. The precision of the SVX detector allowed
to use the lifetime information to extract the B-decays component in the J/i{>
and if>' production. B-fraction of the J/tp and tj>' production was found to



increase with P t. The corresponding b-cross section agrees with the previous
CDF measurements.

Fraction of J/t/> from x —* J/i> + 7 decay was measured and its Pt depen-
dance studied using fully recontructed photons from Xe decay. The B and Xe
contributions have been subtracted from the total Jjij> and if)' cross sections,
which then were fitted to the sum of LO and parton fragmentation components.
The absolute values of the matrix elements of the color-octet fragmentation
diagrams were free parameters in the fit, but the P< behavior of the data was
reproduced well. This may indicate that the excess in the prompt J/ip and i/>'
production may be explained by the parton fragmentation. Since color-octet
fragmentation mechanism predicts certain polarization of the quarkonia states
this analysis is in progress on CDF.
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